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The Yoginls named AksovyS, Raksakarni, Rakhsi, KripanS
and Aksaya inhabit the eastern quarters of the sky (i).
The Yoginis known as Pishangi,? KsayS, Ksema, 115, LilS,
Lo&, Lakt§, Balakeshi, Lalas5, and Bimali, dwell in the south-
eastern quarter of the firmament (2). The Yoginis who are
named HutashS, Bishalaksi, Hunkari, Barabamukhi, Maha-
krurS, Krodhana, Vayankari, and Muhanan§, reside in the
south (3). The Yoginis who are styled SarbagnS, Saral§,
Tar5, Rigved§, HayananS, SaraksyS, Rudrasangrahi, Satnbar&
and Taljhangika, are the inmates of the south-western
heaven (4)* The Yoginis denominated as Raktaksi, Supra-
sidha, BidutjivhS, [Karankini, Maghanada, Prachandogora,
Kalakarni and Baraprada are the residents of the western
firmament (5). The Yoginis known by the epithets of
Chandra, Chandrabali Prapanch3f Pralayantika, SishubaktrS,
PUhachi, Pishitasha Lolupa occupy the north western direc-
tion of the heaven (6). The Joginis called Dhamani, Tapani,
Ragim, Bifcritinana, Bayubega, Brihatkuksi, Bikrita and
Bisharupika, hold sway in the north (7). While the Joginis
described as Jamajevha Jayanti DurjayS, Jayantika Bidali,
Rabati, Putana and Bijuyantika hold sovereignty over the
north-east (8). These Joginis should be represented as
having eight or four hands as the case may be, and wielding
arms according to their own choice, and who impart all
success to their votaries, on being duly worshipped and
propitiated. Vairaba should be depicted as carrying the
sun in his band, Kurpurasya being represented as wearing
large, clotted hairs,"and bedecked with the moon in the fore*
head (9). Krifiiasa is to be delineated as wielding on the
<me side, the weapons sword, pike, axe, and an arrow, and at
folding a palm in the attitude of imparting benediction to the
universe* together with a bow, a trident, a Khatvanga, and a
ball noose on the other. His garment shall be of the dun
of an elephant, held in its plaice by his two hands; and
venomous snakes shall be represented as resting 00 h;* body,

